
Root Canal Treatment: Procedure And 

Benefits 
 

Root canal treatment (RCT)  is also referred to as endodontic therapy. This dental procedure 

consists of the elimination of infection from the root canal of the damaged tooth. During this 

process, the pulp having nerve tissues, blood vessels and other cells present there is cleaned 

and disinfected and also sealed using filling material to stop expanding infection in further 

areas. Visit an Emergency Dentist if the infection is extensively severe.  

 

The whole Root Canal Procedure is performed effectively at the dentist’s office that may 

include the following steps mentioned below: 

 

 
 

1. The Root Canal Dentist administers the local anesthesia to numb the tooth so that the 

patient will not feel any sort of pain during the treatment. Then, he/she will separate 

the tooth utilizing a dental dam or a clean piece of cloth to maintain the dryness during 

the Root Canal Therapy.  

 

2. The dentist will drill the hole in the tooth to penetrate the infected tooth. 

 

3. Now, he/she will eliminate the infection that comprises tooth pulp and reshape the 

tooth effectively. 

 

4. Lastly, the drilled area is sealed using dental sealants so that it can guard the tooth 

against further infections. 

 

Since the Root Canal Treatment is performed using advanced technologies, patients don’t 

need to worry at all while deciding on the execution of the treatment.  
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Benefits Of RCT: 

 

The Results Are Durable For Extended Periods: 

With modern and hi-tech technologies, you will be able to get long-lasting results from the 

treatment. Root canal treatment offers a lifetime success and fewer possibilities of future 

infections.   

 

Relieves Pain Effectively:  

 

Tooth infection not only causes extensive pain but can discomfort to an individual. The Root 

Canal Treatment is the best and permanent solution to the recurring pain caused by an 

infected tooth.  

 

 
 

Your tooth can be saved:  

 

Unlike other dental treatments, the infected tooth can be saved using a root canal treatment. 

The aim of the treatment is to preserve the tooth while easing the pain and discomfort.  

 

Treatment is completely painless: 

 

An infected tooth causes severe pain and when you get the treatment the pain will go away 

and you will feel relieved. Since the Root Canal Specialist uses local anesthesia during the 

treatment, the procedure is completely painless.   

 

The Process is fast: 
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The dentist diagnoses the root cause of the problem using an X-ray as it makes the execution 

of the treatment easier. An endodontist takes around ninety minutes to perform the treatment 

in two appointments. You will be able to get rid of the pain successfully.  

 

Cost Of Root Canal: 

 

If you are having more than one root canal, it is obvious that the cost will be higher. The 

average cost of a root canal is about $762 for a front tooth, $879 for a premolar, and $1,111 

for a molar. 

 

 
 

Most people's lifestyle is mainly responsible for increasing the cases of tooth decay and 

infection from all over the world. As a result, the root canal has become very common 

among adults and children. Since it is based on advanced technology, the success rates of the 

treatment have also increased.  

 


